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The 27th of August marked an historical
event for G&G Mining Fabrication with our
official presentation to our valued past,
present and future clients attending a
special function to celebrate our
collaboration with our newest partner
SSAB. A greater insight into the exciting
possibilities that will be provided to our
customers was put forward by G&G Mining
Fabrication CEO, Richard Ladny and also
by Director of Wear Services APAC a
division of SSAB, Claes Lowgren.
Master of Ceremonies, Ron Gibson, started
the evening off with a brief explanation of
the services that both companies provide
an how this union will strengthen G&G
Mining Fabrication and SSAB’s place in the
Australian Mining Industry.
On display were examples of the products
that are available from SSAB’s wear plate
division including a wealth of information
aimed towards future projects. Also on
display were a few of G&G Mining
Fabrications previous projects including an
EX5500 Boom, EX3600 Bucket and a
RH170 Bucket, great interest was shown in
these products by all.
An exciting example of new technology for
the mining and civil engineering industry
was presented in the form of SSAB’s 3D
scanner which makes it possible to
measure a bucket in around 2 minutes and
to an accuracy of 1.2mm. The scanner
produces a 3D image which can be saved
and implemented to achieve a faster and
easier approach to designing new
products.
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All in all an informative and fun night was
had by all and we at G&G Mining Fabrication
would like to extend our thanks to SSAB and
all that attended this special evening and
look forward to working with SSAB in
developing mining products for the future,
that will benefit our customers in efficiency
and cost savings.
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